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I
1st Year

Examination, 2019

Time : 3 Hours [Maximum Marks : 80

Note : This paper is of Eighty (80) marks divided into

two (02) Sections A and B. Attempt the ques-

tions contained in these sections according to

the detailed instructions given therein.

     (80)      (02)

 



 

Section–A / 

(Long Answer Type Questions) /

Note : Section ‘A’ contains Five (05) long-answer-type

questions of Fifteen (15) marks each. Learners

are required to answer any three (03) questions

only.                                  (3×15=45)
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5. Write the notation of Dhrupad in any rag from

your syllabus with the Layakari of Tigun and

Chaugun.



      

Section–B / 

(Short-Answer-Type Questions) / 

Note : Section ‘B’ contains Eight (08) short-answer-

type questions of Seven (07) marks each.

Learners are required to answer any Five (05)

questions only.                             (5×7=35)

  (08) 

(07) 

(05) 

   

(4)(3)

1. Compare between Dhrupad and Dhamar

Gayaki.

      

2. Write the short interoduction of rag Maru Bihag

with the notation of Drut Khyal.



  

3. What do you understand by Vadi Samvadi and

Anuvadi?



4. Describe the music mentioned in Natyashastra

Granth.

      

5. Write the theka of Ektal with the layakari of

aad.

 

6. Sa Ni Dha Pa, Pa Dha Ni Re Sa. Identify the

rag and write short interoduction with Aroh

Avroh and Pakar.
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7. Write short notes of the following :

(a) Tappa (b) Vivadi

    

   

8. Write about the origin and development of

Khyal Gayan Shelly.



 

(5)
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  (05) 

       (15) 

   

(03)    

1. Write the notation of any Vilambit Khyal with

two tans and alaps in any rag from your sylla-

bus.

       

       

2. Explain in detail about Gram and Moorchana.

      

3. Write the life sketch and musical contribution

of Ustad Bare Gulam Ali Khan and Pt. B.R.

Devdhar.

        

      

4. What do you know about notation system?

Describe the comparison between Pt.

Bhatkhande and Vishnu Digambar Paluskar's

Notation system.
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